Hello parents and alumni! Hope you enjoy this month’s newsletter!

Instagram:@aepisdsu
**Pi's Of The Month**

**Ofek Suchard**-Our first Pi of the month is Ofek Suchard from the Alpha Mu pledge class! Ofek is a first year civil engineering major from Sacramento, CA. This month he went to Detroit for the Black-Jewish Summit to talk about the relations between African Americans and Jews in the United States. He is currently on the executive board for Students Supporting Israel (SSI) and our academic chair. Ofek also just got elected as our treasurer for the upcoming year. Congrats Ofek!

**Bernardo Halperin**-Our second Pi of the month is Bernardo Halperin from the Alpha Kappa pledge class! Bernardo is a second year biology major from San Diego, CA. He served on our executive board as house manager and is currently serving as an advisor for the college of sciences. This summer he plans on doing organic chemistry research and to compete in a rock climbing competition. Congrats Bernardo!

**Andrew Klaiber**-Our third Pi of the month is Andrew Klaiber from the Alpha Lambda pledge class! Andrew is a second year finance major from Chicago, IL. This past year he has served on our executive board as risk manager and treasurer. Last month, he won an election to become the Interfraternity Council (IFC) Vice President of Risk Management. Andrew also just got elected as our rush chair for next year! Congrats Andrew!
Congratulations to our newly initiated Alpha Nu pledge class!
Pi’s in April

Brother Ofek Suchard with alumnus Michael Kagan at the Black-Jewish Summit in Detroit!

Brothers with our newly elected sweetheart, Gabby Corralejo!
Congrats to brother Jared Levine on becoming Delta Gamma’s anchorman!

Congrats to brothers Andrew Klaiber, Lee Abed, and Ezra Delbick on being elected to be on the IFC executive board!
Brothers putting on our philanthropy event for Gift of Life! This non profit works on finding bone marrow treatment matches for people who are fighting Leukemia.

Brother Garrett Plocky wrapping Tefillin with Rabbi Chalom at Chabad!
Brother Josh Yazdi speaking at the Chabad vigil following the tragic events in Poway, CA.

Brothers lighting candles at the vigil.
Our thought and prayers go out to all those affected by the tragic events that occurred at the Chabad house in Poway. We are extremely heartbroken over this tragedy but will continue to be strong for one another and the Jewish community as a whole!

Brothers at the Walk to Remember to honor the Jews who were killed during the Holocaust and Lori Kaye, who was tragically killed during the shooting at the Poway Chabad House.
I would like to say thank you to everyone for sending me so many great comments and ideas for the newsletters! I have really enjoyed doing them and hope you liked them as well! This is my last newsletter as scribe, but am happy to pass on the role to our new scribe, Garrett Plocky!

For any questions, comments, or anything else that you want to see in this newsletter please email secretary@aepisd.com. Thank you!